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When people ask what I do one of my replies is “Stock Broker”. This is an old-school description but very
effective at piquing interest. As a Stock Broker I choose, in conjunction with my client’s goals, what stocks
and bonds (aka companies we will own). If you own a stock you are an owner of that particular company.
If you own a bond you are a creditor to that company.
I am proud to be a Stock Broker that invests in the Stock Market. I firmly believe everything outside of a
stock or bond is a derivative and generally benefits the person selling the product not the person buying
the product. Any product other than a stock or bond (mutual fund, ETF) has other costs and fees
associated with it other than selling price. Our clients hire us to actively manage their money and advise
them on what stocks to own. If you are hiring someone that uses terms like Mutual Fund Market, ETF
Market or the Hedge Fund Market, reconsider. There’s a reason it’s called the Stock Market.
Our group’s investment philosophy is simple: stocks are the backbone of building wealth and bonds are
the foundation of maintaining wealth. When you are shopping for someone to manage your wealth
sometimes the simplest solution, individual stocks and bonds, is the best.
In addition to actively managing our clients’ wealth we develop personal plans using a conversational
approach. Through this conversation we can better understand your current expectations and concerns
and take steps to address or meet them.
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